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An abstract of fewer than 200 words should be attached to the front of each contribution. This should be in English, and should give an informative and self-contained summary of its contents and conclusions. The abstract will be printed in the journal at the head of the article. 

Essays shouldn't be longer than 40.000 characters (including blanks and footnotes), reviews 13.000 characters. Please save as .rtf (rich text format).

Please add a title to your essay Reviews don’t have a title. Instead of a title there is the bibliographic statement for the reviewed medium with the naming of: author/editor (first name, family name), title, subtitle, place of publication, publisher, year of publication, price (only with CD-ROMs).

At the end of the text (essays) please give your name and the current (office-) address. 
Layout.
Titles, including those of newspapers, magazines, events, series etc., are set in italics. Short forms and abbreviations are resolved. 
Accentuations are also put in italics.
Quotations: All quotations should be in the original language if possible. They should be placed between single quotation marks (double quotation marks in the case of quotations within quotations). Those of more than three lines of normal typescript should be indented without quotation marks.
Short quotations should be placed between double quotation marks (» = Alt+175, « = Alt+174). Example: »This is a short quotation«. Quotations in quotation should be placed between single, quotation marks (› = Alt+0155, ‹ = Alt+0139): »In former times one said: ›Non scholae sed vitae discimus‹, but what do we say today?«. Longer quotations (more than three lines of typescript) should be indented without quotation marks. Additions of the author are noted in squared brackets, omissions are remarked by full stops in squared brackets [...].
Footnotes, which are numbered consecutively in the text, are indicated by digits after the punctuation mark in the text. If you are citing the same text more than 3 times and without the possibility of errors it will suffice to give a page number in brackets (p. 5). Page numbers always stand before the punctuation mark: »[...] and after a quarter of an hour Dubslav went to bed« (p. 409).
Graphics are provided as separate files in tif-format. The online publication will have coloured graphics so please save them as RGB. Note that all coloured graphics will appear in black & white in the print version. Before taking the screenhots please choose the highest resolution of your display and the highest colour quality (32 Bit). Then you should save the screenshot as .tif without compression. Do not include the subtitles in the file containing the graphics. 
Please avoid abbreviations with the exception of the following: DFG, WWW, ASCII, CD-ROM, URL, Wysiwyg. In footnotes and bibliographic statements also the following abbreviations can be used: cp., Hg., ed., e.g., p., i.e.

Bibliographic statements and Internetaddresses
Footnotes: Use short form:
Morgenthaler (2005: 66ff.)
Complete bibliographic statements should be mentioned in a list in alphabetic order at the end of the contribution. They include the complete name of the author (or editor), title, subtitle, place of publication, publisher and the year of publication. Add the notation [CD-ROM] to bibliographic statements of CD-ROMs. If there is more than one author or editor their names should be divided by a slash (/): Hänschen Meier/Fritz Huber/Lieschen Müller. Title and subtitle are separated with a full stop.

Examples
Gabriel, Norbert
1997 Kulturwissenschaften und Neue Medien. Wissensvermittlung im digitalen Zeitalter. Darmstadt: Primus.
Hafki, Thomas (Hg)
2002: Operntexte von Monteverdi bis Strauss. Originalsprachige Libretti mit deutschen Übersetzungen. Berlin: directmedia publishing.

Publication in an anthology

Bosak, Jon
1997 XML, Java and the Future of the Web. In: Dan Connolly (Hg.): XML. Principles, Tools and Techniques. Sebastopol, Ca: O’Reilly, S. 219–227.

If the author of the mentioned anthology and the author of the contribution are identical the author name of the anthology is replaced by the initials of the author. If there are more than two authors, editors or publishing houses only the first should be mentioned, others are replaced by „et al.“.


Publication in a scholarly periodical :

Ott, Wilhelm
1989 Computer-unterstützte Edition. In: editio 3, S. 157–176.

Publication on a CD-ROM: 

Heinse, Wilhelm
1997 Ardinghello und die glückseligen Inseln. In: Mathias Bertram (Hg.): Digitale Bibliothek 1: Deutsche Literatur von Lessing bis Kafka. Berlin: Directmedia 1997, S. 40940. [CD-ROM]

Online-Publications 

Should be listet with numbers after the bibliography. The URL should be put into spiky brackets (< >). Behind the indication there is standing in round brackets when the document was viewed. In the footnotes these URLs are refered to with numbers.

The statement 

		Rüdiger Loos, / Albrecht Haug / Stefan Morent: [1] 
or
		Vgl. [2]

in a footnote refers the following items of the list „Internet-adresses“: 

[1] Rüdiger Loos / Albrecht Haug / Stefan Morent KF Katrin Fischer  Bei der nummerierten URL-Liste wird zuerst der Vorname dann der Nachname genannt : The digital critical editing of music – a project proposal.	 <http://www.interactivemusicnetwork.org/events/Third_OpenWorkshop_2004/MPEG-AHG-MN-Musicnetwork-programme-v1.-1.htm> (30.3.2005).
[2] Stefan Mintert: Homepage <http://www.mintert.com/> (27.11.1998).


